
To Whom It May Concern: 

I am writing in support of Justin Nott’s application for the Moonee Valley Foundation Grant to assist 
in funding a professional development trip to London, United Kingdom.  

I am a lecturer in Theatre, specializing in Actor’s Body at VCA Theatre and have known Justin since 
2014 when he was studying Directing for his Grad. Dip in Performance Creation at VCA.  

I was fortunate to work alongside Justin as a movement consultant and directorial mentor on two 
shows he directed at VCA - 4.48 Psychosis and Life on Repeat. As an emerging young director, what 
impressed me from the outset is Justin’s highly developed interpersonal skills and ability to 
collaborate. He is calm and patient and has an unusual capacity to communicate with everyone; 
actors, creatives and production crew alike, with the same open quality of attention. Justin has a gift 
for building genuine rapport and his teams feel acknowledged and are enlisted from the outset.  He is 
a talented, instinctive director whose work is characterized by a clear respect for actors’ creative 
abilities. Justin elicits performances which are compelling and truthful. Both shows at VCA marked a 
powerful turning point for the student casts involved; they did their finest work and were enabled and 
empowered by Justin’s emergent process. As his mentor on these works, I was struck by his detailed 
understanding of each script and particularly by his sincere capacity to take on critical feedback and 
incorporate new perspectives to benefit the dramatic trajectory of the work.  

In addition to 4.48 Psychosis (Kane) and Life on Repeat (Curry, co-creator Nott), I have seen Human 
Error (Cameron & Nott) and Can’t Be Tamed (Nott). Both pieces were individually striking and 
ambitious but were not quite fully realized theatrically and structurally. Both works could have 
benefited from Justin having a greater understanding of physical and spatial dramaturgy and a deeper 
knowledge of imaginative and transformational practices.  This impressive training program Justin 
has organized with masters in their fields will give him exactly the strategic skills he now needs to 
develop as a performer/devisor/ director and will enrich his capacity to sustain a creative career. 

Justin has judiciously selected practitioners and auteurs whose devising and directorial methodologies 
are centered on the body as agent for imaginative transformation. They are terrific choices to develop 
his nascent skills and instinctive theatrical approach. Frantic Assembly, for example, will expose him 
to physical strategies for composition while Mary Overlie’s Six Viewpoints workshop will radically 
open up Justin to a rigorous approach to making work which will deeply impact on the way he 
conceives the theatrical space.  

Justin has a record of demonstrated commitment to the art form. He is in the vanguard of a new wave 
of young directors who with further training will doubtless have a significant impact on the future of 
Australia’s theatre industry. Justin’s detailed approach, refined theatrical aesthetic and deep passion 
for shaping new theatre will continue to evolve.  His style is fascinating and unique in the Melbourne 
theatre community. Having the financial support to realize this opportunity for training would greatly 
benefit him at this stage in his career. I could not support and endorse Justin more highly for this grant 
and hope you will consider his application favourably.  Please contact me if you require further 
information, 

Yours sincerely  
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